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the earth at any point within 100 miles of the
surface the air resistance cause's the path to
spiral in. so rapidly that the vehicle is eventually
burnt up by air friction within the dense atmos
phere after an orbital life of a few months only
It follows that artificial satellite vehicles are
only useful as instrument containers if the dis
tance of closest approach (the perigee distance)
is not much less than 100 miles For the study
of the properties of the atmosphere at lower
altitudes down to the limit, (20 miles) attainable
by balloons vertical sounding rockets must be
used It is a great advantage for wort ^t
higher altitudes to use satellites as it is then
possible to make systematic observations for
months at a tune from a great number of posi
tions relative to the earth The successful
space flights achie\ ed by manned satellites also
suggest that it should not be long before manned
observatories become practicable Beep apace
probes include vehicles which pass out to great
distances from the earth ana maj leave the
neighbourhood of the earth for ever to become
artificial planets Such probes may pass close
to or soft land on the moon or planets or miy
merelj pursue paths well out into interplanetary
Spanish Civil War 1936 to 1939 The war
commenced by a revolt by the Fascirt General
Franco against the Republic which had sue
ceeded the Monircny in 1931 Germany and
Italy aided the rebels who besieged Madrid for
over 2 years An International Brigade was
formed to help the Republic but the Spanish
Government was faced by the greater part of
the Army and very effective assistance from
Italy and Germany Those rower seized the
opportunity to have a curtain raisei to the
world conflict which they intended to precipi
tate After a total loss of a million men the
Fascists overpowered the Eepublic
Sparrow name given to finch like birda found in
most parts of the world of which the House
kparrow Passer domesttcus 3s the most familiar
of British birds Also native to Britiin is the
rural Tree Sparrow distinguished from the male
House Sparrow by its chestnut crown Other
European species are the Italian Spanish and
Rock Sparrows
Specific Gravity defined as the ratio of the mass of
a particular volume of a substance to the mass
of an eaual volume of water at 4 "0 See
Hydrometer
Spectroscopy Newton s arrangement with the
prism was the first spectroscope its function
was to separate out the colour components of a
source of light Two hundred years elapsed
before this apparatus was developed into a
precise scientific instrument capable of measur
ing both the wavelength and intensity of each
colour component In this form it is called a
spectrometer All atoms and molecules have
well defined characteristic spectra which can
be used to recognise them In order to produce
emission spectra it is necessary to energise the
material under investigation by some means
such as by heating in a flame The resulting
radiation then consists largely of sharp bright
lines characteristic of the material Absorption
spectra are produced by Interposing the expert
mental material between a white light source
and the spectrometer Then dark lines are
seen corresponding to absorptions of energy in
exactly the same places as Che bright lines are
observed in the emission spectra Spectro
scopic techmaues have now been developed to
such an extent that accurate measurements of
wavelength and Intensity are possible not only
in the visible region, but over almost the whole
of the electromagnetic spectrum. Hot only
does spectroscopy play an important role in.
probing the structure of matter but it can be
applied In the field of astronomy The use of
radio wave spectroscopy has led to the discovery
of several new types of stellar object and this
data is now producing a complete reappraisal
of our understanding of the universe
Sphinx, in Greek mythology a winged creature
with a woman s head and a lione body The
sphinx of ancient Egypt represented the
pharaoh in a divine form
Spiritualism.   See J47
Spirituals negro melodies with religious inspiration
 and which are still spontaneously created, but
have also passed into art music
Sponge See Porifera, F33(l)
Spoonbill a long legged marsh bird closely related
to the ibia and stork, remarkable for its snow
white plumage and broad, flat snoon shaped
bill The European speciea has not bred in
England since the beginning of the 17th cent
but Is still a regular summer visitor from Hoi
land where it neste in colonies in reed beds
and islets
Sputniks the name of the Bussian earth satellites
first Lunched during the period of the Inter
national Geophysical Year Sputmkl launched
4 Oct I9o7 became the first man made earth
°atellite Spui nl II launched a month later
carried i do? as t)a=aena;er Sputnik III
launched in May 195R and weighing well over 2
tons became the first fully equipped laboratory
to operate in spice The father of space travel
with rockets was a Eussian—-Konstantin
Bduardovich Tmolkovsky—the centenary of
whose birth practically coincided with the
launching of the first earth satellite
Squirting Cucumber Mcballmm eietanum so
named from the fact that when npe it breaks
from the stall, and ejects its seeds and juice
from the hole made by the breakage
Seamless steel The development of stainless
eteel for cutlery manufacture etc began with
the oXeovery of Harrv Brearsley in 1912 tha
steel containing 12 per cent of chromium is rust
proof
Stalactites are deposits of calcium carbonate
formed on the roofs and sides of limestone cavea
and in tunnels under bridges and other places
where the carbonic acid of rain water percolates
through and partly dissolves the limestone re
suiting in the growth of icicle like forma that
often assume groupings The water thit drops
from these may deposit further calcium car
bonate which accumulates and hardens into
a series of sharp mounds or hillocks called
stalagmites
Starch fc an organic compound occurring in gran
ules ui nearly all green plants and especially in
the seeds of dicotyledonous and cereal plants
potatoes etc In its pure form starch Is a taste
less odourless white powder and is a carbohyd
rate consisting of carbon hydrogen, and oxygen
Star Chamber an ancient tribunal of State in
existence in 1487 and possibly earlier charged
with the duty of trying offences against the
Government unfettered by the ordinary rules
of law It was in effect a Privy Council en
trusted with judicial functions Under Charles
I the Star Chamber was used by the King and
his party to persecute opponents and hi 1641
a Bill carried in both Houses abolished it
Starling (Sturnus mlaans) a well known European
bird now common in many parts of the world
It has handsome uidescent blackish plumage
and nests in holes and crevices Hooks of star
lings are often seen wheeling in the air thous
ands roost on buildings m the heart of London
Other European species are the Spotless and
Kose coloured starlings The latter sometimes
wanders to the British Isles
States General, national assembly in which the
chief estates of the realm were represented as
separate bodies The name though not the
institution, has survived m the Netherlands
where the two houses of parliament are known
as states general In France the states general
consisted of three orders clergy nobihty and
commons. Philip IV first summoned it in
1802 to support him In his quarrel with Pope
Boniiace VHL While absolute monarchy was
establishing Itself it met rarely and not at all
from 1614 until 1789 when it was convoked as
a last resort by Louis XVI But when it met
it declared itself the National Assembly which
marked the begmning of the revolution
Statistics Is a science that deals with the collection
of numerical facts and the evaluation of their
significance The word is also used to refer to
the facts themselves as in trade statistics
This important science gives precise meanings
to words like average' and to statements
like this set of data is significantly different
from that" In a world in which more and
more information is becoming- available in
numerical form (I Q s examination results tax

